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CALVARO S

“I am very excited to have started the Regenesis Vet journey with 
Tiny. And I’m equally excited to share this progress and his  
improvements with you. Only time will tell, and we’re still very early  
in the journey, but I am so hopeful.

I’m doing this for 3 main reasons:

1.  Tiny is a big horse who works very hard and I believe his   
 muscular skeletal system needs all the help it can get –   
 probably the biggest reason most people use Regenesis Vet.

2.  Because of his high level of work and a long list of allergies it is   
 tricky to keep condition on Tiny – the reports of general   
 body condition improvement from other users is so encouraging  
 and I want to be part of this.

3.  Tiny has virtually no mane left, at times has no hair on his tail   
 dock and comes up in raw welts on his spine and face as a   
 result of rubbing due to itchiness from his severe allergies.   
 My vet noticed that in half of the horses that she’s treated with   
 Regenesis-Vet, and 100% of those which battle with skin condition  
 issues, a marked improvement has occurred. These horses   
 have shown a reduction in itchiness and super hair re growth. As  
 with Tiny all these horses have been lovingly cared for and   
 seemingly never ending other remedies have been tried. Although  
 this is not the original intended use of the product and the   
 observations were just that – “observations” – this was enough  
 for me to want to join in!

Tiny and I started the journey on Thursday, 29 April which is just 
under 3 weeks ago. We were told we might see early improvements 
from about 2 weeks after treatment. We noticed changes sooner. 
We have only given 1 dose and will complete this first course after 3 
months – at that stage we should be able to see more certain and 
permanent results.

1. Tiny is definitely feeling great and moving really well.

2.  He is showing a better overall condition. This is something we   
 really need and based on plenty of feedback from others feel I   
 will continue to see this – but we’re at the beginning of this   
 process and I keep reminding myself that the initial course   
 will take 3 months.

3.  The main and noticeable improvement is in his decreased   
 itchiness which is so exciting! He no longer rushes to rub himself  
 straight after a ride. I no longer find him rubbing every time   
 I arrive at the yard. His tail no longer looks “roughed up” all the   
 time. He has no open welts. And he has mane re growth  
 – his mane is still very short but there is definite growth of almost  
 2cm now.  He is still itchy but so much less itchy and I hope   
 this trend continues over the next few months.

I am so excited and hopeful that we’ve found what my horse needs!  
I will share the journey with you over the next 3 months and longer 
– for now I’m just sharing what I’ve seen so far and what I hope it will 
do for Tiny. I hope our journey helps others too.”

– Catherine & Dan Moore

GLAM ROCK & ESPERANTO

“Regenesis has helped both my horses tremendously. Glam rock 
is my 14-year-old thoroughbred and has been competing for ten 
years. He is currently jumping in the 1.40m’s. He is probably in the 
best shape he’s ever been and is feeling and looking amazing. I have 
also found that since starting with Regenesis, I am having to do less 
frequent ‘invasive’ treatments and his recovery after competitions 
is much improved. I put this down to the Regenesis treatment and 
would highly recommend it for any horse.

Esperanto has only been with me for six months and is currently 
jumping in the 1.40m’s. He has struggled with some soundness issues 
in the past so as soon as I got him, I immediately started with a 
Regenesis program after speaking to my vet and seeing the success 
of Regenesis with other horses. Since we started the Regenesis 
treatments he is feeling amazing! He’s been sound and comfortable 
in his body and keeps getting better and better!”

– Shannon Greyvenstein

BARBERG SAVOY

“Competing in the open classes on my 8 year-old Barberg Savoy 
Affair, I find it of utmost importance to look after my horse’s physical 
well-being as best as I can. Although I am lucky that my horse has 
had no prior soundness issues, ensuring the longevity and sustaina-
bility of my horse’s competition career has always been my number 
one priority.

Regenesis Vet has allowed me to provide my horse with cut-
ting-edge joint and soft-tissue support that has left him feeling 
sounder, happier and more resilient than ever before.

In addition to Savoy’s Regenesis Vet program being more cost  
effective than using normal joint supplements, I am also more  
confident in what I am doing given the sound science that backs it 
up. I have also been hugely impressed by the improvement I have 
seen in many of my clients’ horses who have used Regenesis Vet EGF.”

– Georgia Biet

KLAASSEN HORSES

“Regenesis Vet has made the world of difference to our horses. 
We currently have five horses, all of which regularly compete in the 
1.20 – 1.35m’s. With the help of our veterinarians, they are getting a 
Regenesis and HA treatment on a monthly basis which keeps them 
feeling good and strong. At multiple day shows, they jump just as 
good on day four as they do on day one. I find the HA keeps their 
joints healthy and protects them from inflammation.

Regenesis maintains the horse’s performance level, helps with their 
muscle tone and strength and allows their bodies to bounce back 
faster after work. We need to keep our horses healthy, happy and 
injury-free as much as we can. All sport horse owners should use 
Regenesis Vet – it is one of the best things we have done for our 
horses!”

– Anna Poll
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SUNIA DE KOCK
“I have been using a combination of Regenesis Vet and Novita  
Biotechnology Hyaluronic Acid (HA) for the past few months on both 
my show jumping horses. It is an affordable, non-invasive treatment 
which is supported by my vet. It combines very well with my bi-yearly 
veterinary check-ups and maintenance structure. It fits in well with 
my training and competition schedule as my horses do not need 
time off after receiving either the Regenesis or HA. My horses in 
general feel very good when I have been using it consistently as part 
of my maintenance program and I am very pleased with the results.”

– Sunia de Kock

CARADOCK

“My mare, who is on the older side, is nearing her 20’s and can be 
highly strung. Lately it has been a battle to keep weight on her. It 
got to the point where I had tried everything. She was on so many 
supplements and even after six months of aggressive ulcer treatments 
she was still not putting on any weight. She seemed miserable and 
unpredictable. She was aggressive towards other horses and no 
longer seemed happy to work.

Not being competitive, riding for me is about sharing my horse’s joy 
and freedom, but it had gotten to the point where I no longer felt 
that with her. We had both lost our riding confidence and I feared it 
was time to hang up our boots. Desperate to find any way to help 
my girl I decided to try Regenesis Vet on recommendation of my 
veterinarian. Now, just over a year later, she is happy, strong and 
has enough confidence for the both of us. It has replaced all her 
supplements and she is in the best shape she has ever been. These 
treatments gave me my girl back and we could not be more thankful.”

– Tanya Gers
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ROLO

“My horse turns 20 this year. Physically he is in great health with no 
underlying issues, and the only thing limiting his potential is his age. 
A year ago, I decided that with the right treatment, we could probably 
do one more year of show-jumping in the higher grades before it is 
time for him to retire.

Regenesis Vet’s HA and Regenesis Vet EGF treatment was  
recommended to me by my vet. When we started, it was the small 
changes that I noticed first — his coat got its shine and colour back 
and his condition picked up and became easier to maintain. Now he’s 
been on the treatment for over a year and is STILL competing in the 
higher grades and seems to only be getting stronger! No one realises 
he is 19 when they look at him or watch him work. The truth is in the 
medicine. I would 100% recommend Regenesis Vet over and over to 
anyone looking to maintain and prolong their horse’s performance 
and healthy condition.”

From 2 happy clients, Catherine & Rolo

KNIGHT FRANK BEETLE BOMB

“We have used Regenesis Vet EGF together with the Equine Tendon 
rehabilitation boot to aid in the recovery and rehabilitation of Knight 
Frank Beetle Bomb following a severe deep digital flexor tendon 
injury and major spinal surgery. After only a year he is fit and sound 
and starting to school at 130. Hopefully he will be back in the ring 
shortly, jumping around the open grades. His complete recovery has 
been remarkable and definitely aided by regular use of Regenesis 
Vet EGF.

In addition to the Beetle Bomb, I have also used Regenesis Vet EGF 
successfully on a number of my other horses. I have found it to  
improve muscle tone, recovery after exercise and general performance.”

– Susan Turner

DARE TO BE DU JOUR, CHANEL & LUNA

“I currently have three horses, Dare to be Du Jour, Chanel and Luna, 
all of which have jumped up to the 1.30m/1.40m’s. All my horses get 
Regenesis Vet and HA on a monthly basis, and I have found that 
it has made a huge difference to all of them, especially in terms of 
performance and recovery after competitions”

– Sanne Klaassen

MILLIE

“We had been trying to get weight on Millie for months since she 
came off the tack and nothing was working. She had a full course of 
ulcer treatment as well as a visit from the dietitian. We just couldn’t 
get her ribs covered!

After trying all types of feeds and supplements, we contacted  
Regenesis as a last effort before calling it quits.

Within two weeks of her first Regenesis injection, her overall body 
condition improved and her ribs were finally covered! In addition to 
this, her muscle tone has definitely improved, as well as her recovery 
time after exercise. Overall she’s a stronger, healthier horse thanks 
to the help of Regenesis Vet!”

– Daniella Dick
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COLTERA AND VIGO DH Z

“Both my horses Coltera and Vigo DH Z receive Regenesis Vet and 
HA on a monthly basis. Colti currently jumps in the 1.35m’s and with 
all the competing she does, it is really important that I look after her 
and keep her feeling her best. I find Regenesis Vet to be a really 
good tool to ensure that she is always feeling good and bounces 
back as fast as possible after competitions. Since starting with  
Regenesis Vet, I feel like she jumps just as well on the last day of a 
big event as she does on the first.”

– Puck Klaassen

CADENCE

“Since discovering Regenesis Vet EGF and seeing first-hand how 
numerous of my horses have benefitted from it, I cannot see any 
future maintenance plan for my horses without it. Regenesis Vet EGF 
has honestly changed my mare’s (Cadence) life. Before I got her, she 
had a history of soundness issues. Since starting and maintaining her 
on Regenesis Vet EGF once a month, she has never looked or felt  
this good.

In addition to her being more sound than ever, I have also seen a 
huge improvement in her muscle tone and the quality of her feet. 
The results are unbelievable.

Thank you Regenesis Vet for playing such a big role in making sure 
my horses are always on top form.”

– Siobhan Wall

WALL STREET

“Wall Street is an eight year old SAW by Weltmeyer. By nature, he 
is quiet heavily built. Thus, from the start of his dressage training we 
found it of utmost importance to look after his physical well-being as 
best we could. Wall Street has been on monthly treatment plan from 
Regenesis Vet since.

Regenesis Vet has allowed us to treat him with highly advanced 
joint and soft tissue support, making him feel sounder with a quicker 
recovery turnaround time than ever. In addition to his healthy joint 
and soft tissue, Wall Street glows from the inside out. The proof is in 
the pudding.”

– Dane Stud Wall Street & Georgia Biet (rider) owned by Mistico 
Equestrian Centre

ZOID

“I started using Regenesis after being introduced to it by my coach 
Georgia Biet. My horse, Zoid, is a 6-year-old South African warmblood. 
I decided to start using it is as a preventative and supportive measure 
going forward. What I experienced after Zoid had it for the first time, 
was increased elasticity in her body, more mobility, less fatigue and 
more endurance.

From a long-term view, I have been impressed by the muscle-building 
effect that it has. I am also a veterinary physiotherapist and from 
that point of view I have experienced marked improvement in all 
my patients that have used Regenesis. The main improvement I’ve 
seen was more regular gait – specifically in the trot, softer behind 
the saddle when being ridden. The horses also showed a marked 
improvement in overall mobility when evaluated from a physiotherapy 
point of view.”

– Karien Lutz / Du Toit

COUNTS DREAM

“I have been using Regenesis Vet for my seventeen-hand high 19 
year old warmblood x thoroughbred gelding for 7 months now. 

My initial concern with my horse was his age and the fact that he 
jumped quite high in the 1.30m classes for a long period of time. He 
has always had a few fetlock and hock issues that often swell up. 
Given that he is an older horse, I have always wanted to be proactive 
and prevent any further damage as far as possible. 

I had heard quite a lot about Regenesis Vet from friends who had 
used it and on social media, and decided it was worth a try. I am quite 
a novice rider and I got Count with the idea of him being my teacher 
so I wanted to give him the best possible chance of being as happy 
and healthy as I could. When I first got Count he was lacking in muscle 
and muscle tone especially over his hindquarters and neck. His overall 
condition was just not looking great and his coat was very dull.

Now, 6/7 months later, Count’s neck looks like he could be a stallion 
and overall, he looks like he could be a 9 year old horse. He has 
become so strong and powerful that I almost cannot sit his jumps. He 
is moving so beautifully under saddle. I have even been able to stop 
using magnetic boots on his hocks and fetlocks as I don’t seem to 
need to use them anymore with little to no swelling. His condition is 
now amazing and his coat is looking so shiny and healthy. It really has 
given him a massive boost in terms of overall health and my farrier 
has even commented on how good the condition of his hooves are. 

From literally top to tail my horse has completely transformed and 
he is looking after me so well. He really has benefitted so much from 
the Regenesis Vet treatments and I have now started Regenesis with 
my other horse that is in a rehab phase. 

I could not recommend Regenesis Vet enough.”

– Claire Mullany

Please visit 
www.regenesisvet.co.za 
for more testimonials
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